
The Efficiency 
Challenge

5 Strategies



Why Now?

• The banking processes have gotten more 
complex – in part due to laws and regulations. 

• Emerging from the pandemic – PPP is over.

• More competition driving pressure on margins.

• Lower loan demand puts customers at an 
advantage.

• Much higher staff expense.

• The bar on digital delivery has gone way up.



WHAT IS EFFICIENCY, 
REALLY?

Not simply cutting costs for the sake of reducing expense. 
Getting “bang for the buck” by continual analysis of the 
cost/benefit of:

• Technology
• Processes
• Paper 
• People

Operational efficiency is the methodology of constantly 
challenging ourselves and our processes. Efficiency in this 
way affects workplace culture and your managers ability to 
affect change bank wide. 



DELIVERY 
OPTIMIZATION

• Review the channels that customers use to interface 
with the bank.

• Reduce delivery time through technology interfaces.
• Review products and business lines that are not 

profitable.
• The brick-and-mortar challenge.
• Customers want value.
• Avoid “over servicing”.
• Review customer contact points of online, in-person, 

chat, phone, etc.
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In community banking, making the right 
choice regarding your delivery options for 
product and services, can dramatically 
impact efficiency.



AUTOMATE IT!
In community banking, it's not always 
possible to adopt the latest fintech trends, 
yet community banks have a responsibility to 
be fast followers and not outright lagards.

Use technology to drive 
down costs and fully 
automate workflow.

Strategy of seamless front-
end interfaces. Allow 
customers to choose when 
they need in-person service 
vs mobile product delivery.

Cost Customer
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Reduce the time it takes an 
employee to get 
information. Quicken 
internal turn times. Reduce 
risk through technology 
workflow check-points .

Employee



CONTINUOUS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Achieved through continual monitoring 
with a top-down focus on:

• Analysis of KPI's 
• Process Mapping
• Benchmarks & Service Standards

03 A review of the cost of delivery, by 
business line, also provides key insights:

•Opening an account
•Completing a transaction
•Electronic documents

Continuous process improvement is more than a strategy, it's 
a mindset and a cultural cornerstone, that impacts how your 
managers drive change throughout each department and 
business line. 



MANAGE YOUR 
VENDORS

Get the most out of your vendor contracts,
annual fees, and ad hoc applications available
to meet the growing needs of your customers.

It is critical your technology vendors are 
helping your operational staff use every feature 
you have purchased. Many community banks 
never fully optimize bank-owned technoloy.

Vendor Contracts

Utilization of Technology

Each bank system requires a dedicated system
owner. This role seeks to ensure technology
upgrades are current, procedures are updated
and departmental staff are trained to meet the
needs of changing technology applications.

System Owners
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TABLE 
DISCUSSIONS

• What technology, products and services will be the most 
influential in the next five years to improve bank efficiency? Who 
are your trusted vendors?

• What is the number one item you will be focusing on in 2023 (or 
longer) to have the biggest impact on improving efficiency? What 
are the key obstacles you face?

• What other ideas do you have to improve your operating 
efficiency?



STAFF 
OPTIMIZATION

Current dynamics affecting Human Resources:

• Higher employee costs to bottom line
• Demands of staff for work/life balance
• Wanting to work remotely
• Expanded banking hours
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talented employees has changed 
dramatically over the last few years. To 
provide efficient excellent customer service 
community banking needs a complete 
staffing strategy tied to metrics.



STAFF 
PRODUCTIVITY

• Invest in the staff of tomorrow, with the 
skills needed to drive growth.

• Staff selecting what they like to do vs. 
what they are needed to do such as 
“customer service” vs. “selling”.

• Use staffing models based on your 
delivery expectations.

• Hold staff accountable for excellence.



TOOLS FOR 
STAFF 
OPTIMIZATION

Defined Job Expectations

Empower Decision Making

Reward New Approaches

Community banks must have a
strategy, to create a culture of
highly motivated employees, with
the right skills needed for future
growth.

Recognize the talent within thats
driving change and innovation.

Understanding  job scope, 
expectations and how it affects 
customer service and operational 
efficiency.

Create a culture where employees 
can innovate and provide 
recommendations for process 
improvement.



TABLE 
DISCUSSIONS

• What steps are you taking to attract and retain talent? What has 
been the most / least successful?

• How are you making the transition to the new “post covid” work 
environment? 
⚬ Remote workers?
⚬ Training and development?
⚬ Changes in banking hours and days?

• What other practices are you implementing or considering to 
motivate your staff to achieve greater efficiencies?



Contact Us :

612-669-3567

lorenprairie@prairiebankconsulting.com

www.prairiebankconsulting.com

Minneapolis, Minnesota



Thank You
for today's 
discussion!


